Isolation of diallyl trisulfide inducible differentially expressed genes in human gastric cancer cells by modified cDNA representational difference analysis.
Extensive epidemiologic studies indicated protective effects of consumption of garlic on reducing human gastric cancer (HGC) incidence. Diallyl trisulfide (DATS), a critical organic allyl sulfur component of garlic, was reported to have chemopreventive effects in inhibiting tumor process. We used DATS to treat HGC cell line BGC823 cells, and showed that DATS induces G1/S arrest and apoptosis in BGC823 cells demonstrated by a flow cytometric analysis. To further isolate DATS inducible differentially expressed genes in BGC823 cells, we combined a highly specific subtractive hybridization of cDNA representational difference analysis (cDNA RDA) with a sensitive bidirectional radioactive detection of mRNA differential display (mRNA DD) to develop a subtractive hybridization differential display (SHDD) method. This modified method adopted a first round of bidirectional subtractive hybridization between two sample cDNAs and a second round of bidirectional subtractive hybridization between the two resultant first-round difference products. Bidirectional subtractive hybridizations magnified the differences between the two sample cDNAs and favored isolating mRNA species with very small expression differences. We employed the SHDD method to detect DATS inducible differentially expressed genes in BGC823 cells. A total of 14 cDNA fragments (11 upregulated and 3 downregulated by DATS treatment) were isolated and confirmed by reverse Northern blot analysis. Our data show that SHDD is a powerful technique for identifying differentially expressed mRNA species between two sample cDNAs and provide useful cellular and molecular information for understanding the effects of garlic against human gastric cancer.